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Abstract— Data de-duplication becomes additional and a lot of a 
necessity for cloud storage suppliers. By storing a singular copy of 
duplicate knowledge, cloud suppliers greatly cut back their storage 
and knowledge transfer prices. In this paper, we tend to gift the ALG 
De-dupe (Application aware local-global-de-duplication) theme for 
Eliminates supply duplication in cloud storage surroundings &amp; 
and cloud backup services. RBS ( Remote Backup Cloud Servers ) 
are referred to as Cloud backup services , and there's far more chance 
of repetition of same knowledge on backup services , thence  it has to 
have a a lot of memory on RBS that ends up in increasing cloud area 
to take care of backup &amp; increase value. To avoid this we tend to 
introduce the ALG De-dupe theme on backup services conjointly. 
Some Times User might un- essentially getting to transfer the already 
existing knowledge or a file on consumer editor from the cloud 
atmosphere  , at that point ALG De-dupe simply transfer the file from 
consumer editor itself rather than downloading  from Cloud 
surroundings. 

 
Index Terms — Cloud backup, personal storage, source de-

duplication, de-duplication efficiency, application awareness 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

owadays, the ever-growing volume and value of digital 
information have raised a critical and increasing  

requirement  for  data  protection  in the  non public 
computing environment. Cloud backup service has become a 
cost effective choice for data protection of personal computing 
devices [1], since the centralized cloud management has 
created an efficiency and cost inflection point, and offers 
simple offsite storage for disaster recovery, which is always a 
critical concern for data backup. And the efficiency of IT 
resources in the cloud can be further improved due to the high 
data redundancy in backup dataset [2]. 

Data de-duplication, an effective data compression 
approach that exploits data redundancy, partitions large data 
objects into smaller parts, called chunks, represents these 
chunks by their fingerprints (i.e., generally a crypto-graphic 
hash of the chunk data),  

replaces the duplicate chunks with their fingerprints after 
chunk fingerprint index lookup, and only transfers or stores 
the unique chunks for the purpose of communication or 
storage efficiency. Source de-duplication that eliminates 
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redundant data at the client site is obviously preferred to target 
de-duplication due to the former’s ability to significantly 
reduce the amount of data transferred over wide area network 
(WAN) with low Communication bandwidth. For dataset with 
logical size L and physical size P, source de-duplication can 
reduce the data transfer time to P=L that of traditional cloud 
backup.  

However, data de-duplication is a resource-intensive 
process, which entails the CPU-intensive hash calculations for 
chunking and fingerprinting and the I/O-intensive operations 
for identifying and eliminating duplicate data. Unfortunately, 
such resources are limited in a typical personal computing 
device.  

Therefore, it is desirable to achieve a trade-off (i.e., de-
duplication efficiency) between de-duplication effectiveness 
(i.e., duplicate elimination ratio) and system overhead for 
personal computing devices with limited system resources. 

We propose a new metric, ‘‘bytes saved per second,’’ to 
measure the efficiency of different de-duplication schemes on 
the same platform. We design an application-aware de-
duplication scheme that employs an intelligent data chunking 
method and an adaptive use of hash functions to minimize 
computational overhead and maximize dedupli-cation 
effectiveness by exploiting application awareness. We 
combine local de-duplication and global de-duplication to 
balance the effectiveness and latency of de-duplication.  

To relieve the disk index lookup bottleneck, we provide 
application-aware index structure to suppress redundancy 
independently and in parallel by dividing a central index into 
many independent small indices to optimize lookup 
performance.  

TABLE 1 

Datasets Used for De-duplication Analysis 
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maximize dedupli-cation effectiveness by exploiting 
application awareness 

 

 

II.  DE-DUPLICATION 

ANALYSIS ON PERSONAL 

DATA 

In this section, we will investigate how data redundancy, 
space utilization efficiency of popular data chunking methods 
and computational overhead of typical hash functions change 
in different applications of personal computing to motivate our 
research. We perform prelim-inary experimental study on 
datasets collected from desk-tops in our research group, 
volunteers’ personal laptops, personal workstations for image 
processing and financial analysis, and a shared home server. 
Table 1 outlines the key dataset characteristics: the number of 
devices, applications and dataset size for each studied 
workload.  

III. DESIGN AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 

ALG-Dedupe, motivated in part by our observations made 
in Section 2, is designed to meet the requirement of de-
duplication efficiency with high de-duplication effective-ness 
and low system overhead. The main idea of ALG Dedupe is 1) 
exploiting both low overhead local resources and high-
overhead cloud resources to reduce the compu-tational 
overhead by employing an intelligent data chunking scheme 
and an adaptive use of hash functions based on application 
awareness, and 2) to mitigate the ondisk index lookup 
bottleneck by dividing the full index into small independent 
and application specific indices in an application aware index 
structure 

IV. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

An architectural overview of ALG-Dedupe is illustrated in 
Fig. 4, where tiny files are first filtered out by file size filter 
for efficiency reasons, and backup data streams are broken 
into chunks by an intelligent chunker using an application-
aware chunking strategy.  

 
Data chunks from the same type of files are then 

deduplicated in the application-aware deduplicator by 
generating chunk fingerprints in hash engine and performing 
data redundancy check inapplication-aware indices in both 

local client and remote cloud.On the client side, fingerprints 
will be transferred in batch and new data chunks will be 
packed into large units called segments in the segment store 
module with tiny files before their transfers to reduce cloud 
computing latency and improve network bandwidth efficiency 
over WAN.  

4.1 FILE SIZE FILTER 

Most of the files in the PC dataset are tiny files that less 
than 10 KB in file size, accounting for a negligibly small 
percentage of the storage capacity. To reduce the metadata 
overhead, application-aware local – global de-duplication 
ALG-Dedupe filters out these tiny files in the file size filter 
before the de-duplication process, and groups data from many 
tiny files together into larger units of about 1 MB each in the 
segment store to increase the data transfer efficiency over 
WAN. 

4.2 INTELLIGENT DATA CHUNKING 

The de-duplication efficiency of data chunking scheme 
among different applications differs greatly as we dis-cussed 
in Section 2. Depending on whether the file type is 
compressed or whether SC can outperform CDC in de-
duplication efficiency, we divide files into three main 
categories: compressed files, static uncompressed files, and 
dynamic uncompressed files. Some examples are shown in 
Fig. 5. 

 

4.3 APPLICATION-AWARE DEDUPLICATOR  

After data chunking in intelligent chunker module, data 
chunks will be deduplicated in the application-aware 
deduplicator by generating chunk fingerprints in the hash 
engine and detecting duplicate chunks in both the local client 
and remote cloud. ALG-Dedupe strikes a good balance 
between alleviating computation overhead on the client side 
and avoiding hash collision to keep data integrity. We employ 
an extended 12-byte Rabin hash value as chunk fingerprint for 
local duplicate data detection and a MD5 value for global 
duplicate detection of compressed files with WFC.In both 
local and global detection scenarios, a SHA-1 value of chunk 
serves as chunk fingerprint of SC in static uncompressed files 
and a MD5 value is used as chunk fingerprint of dynamic 
uncompressed files since chunk length is another dimen-sion 
for duplicate detection in CDC-based de-duplication. To 
achieve high de-duplication efficiency, the application-aware 
deduplicator first detects duplicate data in the application-
aware local index corresponding to the local dataset with low 
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de-duplication latency in the PC client, and then compares 
local deduplicated data chunks with all data stored in the cloud 
by looking up fingerprints in the application-aware global 
index on the cloud side for high data reduction ratio. Only the 
unique data chunks after global duplicate detection are stored 
in the cloud storage with parallel container management. 

4.4 BACKUP WINDOW  

The backup window represents the time spent on sending a 
backup dataset to cloud storage, which mainly depends on the 
volume of the transferred dataset and available network 
bandwidth. Though the cloud latency affects global de-
duplication, our local duplicate detection can significantly 
reduces the number of global fingerprint lookup requests. And 
data transfer time is sharply decreased by our application-
aware source de-duplication even though the upload 
bandwidth is low in WAN. In our experimental results, shown 
in Fig. 8, BackupPC and Cumulus perform not well for their 
low duplicate elimination ratio; SAM has shorter backup 
windows due to their fine-grained and global de-duplication 
schemes. ALG-Dedupe consistently performs the best among 
the five cloud backup schemes owing to its high de-
duplication efficiency achieved by our application-aware 
local-global source de-duplication design. 

4.5 CLOUD COST  

To price cloud-based backup services attractively requires 
minimizing the capital costs of datacenter storage and the 
operational bandwidth costs of shipping the data back and 
forth. We use the prices for Amazon S3 as an initial point in 
the pricing space. As of February 2012, these prices are (in US 
dollars) less than $0.125 per GB _ month for storage, $0.01 
per 1000 upload requests, $0.01 per 10000 download requests 
and $0.12 per GB _ month for data transfer out. We define DS 
as dataset size, R as duplicate elimination ratio, RC as request 
count, CC as cloud cost. And we assume SP, TP and RP 
represent the price of storage, the price of transfer and the 
price of request, respectively. The cost of cloud backup 
services can be modelled as follows: 

CC 
¼ 

DS 
_ ðSP þ TPÞ þ RC _ RP: (10) 

 
R  

 
Fig. 2. Monetary cost of cloud storage. schemes by about 41 percent-

64 percent for our backup datasets 
We estimate the cloud cost of our test datasets in two 

months based on (10), as shown in Fig. 2. Comparing with the 
more space-efficient scheme SAM, file-granula-rity data 
transfer in Jungle Disk and BackupPC can bring more cost 

savings in request cost due to the large number of large files in 
our datasets.  

V.  EVALUATIONS 

We have built a prototype of ALG-Dedupe in approxi-
mately 6000 lines of C++ code. We have evaluated the 
advantages of our design over the state-of-the-art source-de-
duplication based cloud backup services in terms of de-
duplication efficiency, backup window , costs and system 
overheads by feeding the real-world datasets in a personal 
computing device. The following evaluation subsections will 
show the results, beginning with a description of the 
experiment platform with PC backup datasets we use as 
inputs. 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we done the removal of redundant junk files on 
backup even the data in the form of ciphers but it is not 
possible to restore with all original ciphers. Because two 
different ciphers may have same plain text each have different 
key but our backup system already removed the one duplicate 
.so it is not possible to maintain the key of removed file.As a 
direction of future work, we plan to further optimize our 
scheme for other resource-constrained mobile devices like 
smartphone or tablet and investigate the secure de-duplication 
issue in cloud backup services of the personal computing 
environment. 
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